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Generalized:Metacognitive Training
in Children

This study represents a relatively new approach towards
helping children "learn to learn." Our aim was to show that
learning improvement can take, place when children are
encouraged to employ self-monitoring and evaluation skills
as they are learning new material. What sets this approach
apart from'other learning improvement technigiaes is the
focus upon the ability to monitor one's cognitive
performance; a generalizable skill that can be readily
transferred from one acquisition task to another. Until now,
developmental studies on learning improvement were primarily
concerned with teaching young learners effective strategies
for acquiring new material. The literature cmply reflects
the benefit such task-specifiC strategy instruction can. have
on learning performance. , For instance, instructions to
rehearse, use interactive imagery, semantic clustering and
other mnemonic aidS such as the keyword system, all .serve
to enhance children's ability to learn (Pressley, 1982).
However, while knowledge of task-specific .strategies May be
satisfactory for the conditions of original learning, the
ability 4 young children or disadvantaged learners to apply
this,_ knowledge across different situations is, questionable.
Indeed, it has been pointed out that. one should not expect
specific strategy instruction to lead to long-term
maintenance or-generalization across tasks unless it is also
accompanied by some insight on the part of the learner
concerning cognitive means and ends (Brown, 1975;
'Butterfield', Wambold & Belmont, 1973; Pressley, Borkowski &
O'Sullivan, 1984).

Insert Slide 1 here.

We'have'taken the view that all successful learning and
learning instruction requires an effective and functional
level of metacognitive .knowledgq. Our Working model of
metcognition and it's relationship to the acquisition
process is diagrammed in the first slide'. Flavell's review
article (1979) pretents an explicit description of the
components underlying the development of metacognitive
knowledge and forms the bagis for this flowchart.
Metacogniti've knowledge, as Flavell defines it,reers to a
learner's self-awareness.as to what can or cannot be done
cognitively. Notice that strategic learning requires an
effective level of metacognitive knowledge 'which itself
hinges upon the ability to utilize performance feedback.
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he knowledge one posisesses concerning his/her own cognitive
strengths and weaknesses comes about largely after the
development of 'mentiory-monitoring. This process of
self-initiated monitoring is responsible for the "feeling of
knowing" phenomenon which William James (1390) eloquently
described as t 'tingling'tingling and trembling of unrecovered
associates.which is the penumbra of ,recognition that may

. surround any experience..."(p. 441). In a similar vein,
Piaget (19761 disctssed the concept of ."metareflexion" as
/thinking about thinking or reflections upon reflectionS.
Extensive research' by Flavell and his colleagues indicates
that young childreh -do not spontaneously monitor their
cognitive activitie and it is not until the end of the
elementary school y ars that memory-monitoring reaches adult
levels. Apparently children first ,rely upon adults to
provide performance feedback and-it is only later that they
develop the ability to generate their on performance cues.
At this point, children can engage in their own "means -end"
analysis of 'learning (Paris, 197S). Therefore, by'
monitoring their own memory performance they are no longer
dependent upon others to provide external cues, regarding
learning outcomes.

We considered two questions when studying the
developmental, relationship between metacognition and,the
acquisition process. First,'is,it possible that with prciper"

,.training young ,children who ordinarily do not monitor their
cognitive'activities can be encouraged to do so? Second, if
Metacognitive training is feasible will, these newly acquired
self- observing skills enable children to select an effective
learning strategy when, faced with different learning tasks?
We tested these hypotheses using a modified version of the
generalized metacognitive training program devised by Lodico
and her colleagues .(Lodico, Ghatala, Levin, Pressley & Bell,
1983).

Sixty 2nd graders parti.cipated as subjects in our
study. They were randomly assigned to one of . two
conditions: either- the experimental ((neMor...y=monitoring

,-...-training) br the control grow:). -Children; Wei'-e tested
individually and were' treated identically( excepttha
experimental subjects received the benefit of generalized
metacognitiye instruction whereas control subjects did not.
Essentially, this training consisted of "playing games"
differently in which one way of Playing the ,game was clearly
superior to the others. Thrbughout the course of game
Playing experimental subjects were prompted to monitor their
performance and evaluate the. effect different ways of

.playing had on the outcome.. of the game. For example,
children were asked ,to draW a circle both freehand and by
tracing a circular cookie-cutter: Afterwards they were
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stied to compare their drawings and choose, the better way of
playing the _ game. Metacognitive awareness was further
encouraged by asking additional questions such as "if you
had to play this game in the future, which-way would you
choose?" Invariably, children selected the ,cookie-cutter
.strategy..as the preferable method. Other games were also
played. AlOngOith a set of metacognitive questions posed.
after each game, we hoped to elicit self-monitoring skills
in. each of the experimental,. suOjectS. In contrast,
,children in the control condition played the same games but
were not asked any questions concerning their performance or
different ways of playing the games. . This game playing
constituted the first phase of our study with each child.
r' +7- -'':After the game playing sessions took place all children
Were presented with two separate lists of paired associates
ffach list' consisted of eight concrete noun pairs and was
presented using a single study-test trial.. Children in both
the experimental and control conditions were told that this
new game involved remembering which word in a pair went with
the other, They were also told that they would learn two
ways Of -playing this new game. Therefore, one paired
associate list was learned using an effective strategy,
whereas the second list was learned via an ineffective
strategy. The effective strategy. required that children
form their own. sentence using both- words in a pair.. For
e:: ample, when presented with the paired- associate
DINOSAUR-MIRROR, many children readily formed the sentence
"the dinosaur saw himself in the mirror." The ineffective
strategy involved having children remember,which word went
with the other by Saying, each pair over and over for a total
of. five repetitions, two learning strategies were
employed since previous researchers have documented the
clear uperioritjt of sentence elaboration . over rote
repetition for children in'this'lage group (Moynahan, 1978).
Our rationale, was that since these strategies produce

_remarkably different learning outcomes we would increase the
liklihood that second'graders would distinguish between them
using their newly acquired self-observing skills. None of
the children'received .any extet-nal cues regarding their
paired associate learning performance so the ability to
discriminate between' theSe two strategies required that
children use their on metacoghitive skills.*

Strategy order was counterbalanced across all ,subjects
Therefore, one-half of the children studied the first paired
associate list using repetition andthe second list using
sentence elaboration. This sequence was reversed for the
remaining. subjects.

In the, next, critical phase of "our study each child was
given a third list of paired associates via the study-test
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ethod. We called this' the "choice" learning task since
children were now given the^opportunity to acquire the eight
new- noun pairs using a strategy of their on selection.
Rather than Providing instructions on how to play. the game
as-in the previous two learning trials, children 'were now
told to play the game, the "best way you know how." No
prompts or feedback were provided, during the course of the
choice learning trial.-

Finally, in, order to determine whether newly acquired
metacognitive skills were maintained over a relatively long
-period of time a delayed-choice paired associate task was
given two weeks later. A new list of eight, noun pairs was
presented for a single study-test trial, and once again
children were instructed, to play this game the "best way you
know how." Only experimental and -control subjects who
freely chose sentence elaboration on the first choice trial
participated in the, delayed test.

Insert Slide here.

The mean number of paired associates correctly learned
on the first two trials is 'presented in the second slide.
As expected, no differences emerged between experimental and
control subjects at this point. An ANbVA comparing the
scores obtained for the first and second paired associate
tasks also indicated the lack of any significant sequence or
item effects. ,Notice, however, the large increase in.
learning scores when children used the strategy of sentence
elaboration compared to rote repetition.. This' is in
agreement with- previous developmental studies comparing the
effectiveness of these two study methods. When our. subjects
were instructed to, use the more effective-strategy they
learned almost seven items, whereas less than two items, on
the averace, were acquired using the ineffective strategy, of
.repetition.

Insert Slide 3 here.

Of greater interest are the data obtained from the
choice paired associate trial. The third slide depicts the
number of experimental. and control subjects choosing' either
sentence elaboration or repetition for the choice learning
task. A Chi- square indicated that significantly more
children in the experimental-condition were likely to select
the effective strategy compared to control subjects, (1) =
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.06, g 4.01. This indicates that children receiving
generalized metacognitive. training develop an enhanced
awareness regarding strategies and their effect upon
learning 'outcomes.

Insert Slide 4 here.

The next slide (see Slide 4) shows the mean number of
noUn pairs learned as a function of condition and strategy
on the choice learning trial.- Notice again that sentence
-.elaboration was clearly superior to rote repetition. Keep in

emind that, the means 'depictd here are derived from the .

different numbers of subjects that we discussed in the
previous slide. It therefore seems that while control
subjects were not likely to select the effective learning
strategy,. control .subjects :that ,did had very high
'performance levels.

Insert Slide 5 here,. .

The next slide (see _Slide 5) represents the data
obtained from the delayed- choice task given two weeks later.
Remember that unequal numbers of subjects from the
experimental and control groups participated here depending.
on whether they elaborated with sentences oh the earlier
choice task.. Whereas all of these children used the
effective strategy on'the earlier choice-task, many reverted
back-to the ineffective-strategy of rote repeition, after two
weeks,' (1) This suggests that 2nd graders
are still too young to maintain ne ly acquired metacognitive
skills over relatively,lang periods of 'time.

What conclusions and remark Can be made when
considering our findings in t'meir entirety? Firstl we may
conclude that metacognitive training is. a feasible and
productive technique for improving learning _performance, in
young. children. Since our study was, 'in part; a replication
of an earlier report by Lodi co et-al. (1983) we also know
that this technique is a reliable one More6yer, it becomes
increasingly clear that these findings, considered within
the contekt of existing literature on memory development
,provide support for Flavell's (1979) model of metacognition
and it's .relationship to the acquisitipn process. We
thereforeaccept the notion that, memory development is the
development of metacognition. To use an analogy proposed by
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n Brown 0978); just as fever is the symptom or
epiphenomenon of an underlying disease, so are elaborative
strategies and learning performance the outward
manifestations of underlying metacognitions.

Our evidence also suggests that 2nd graders can readily
generalize newly acquired metacognitive skills from a game
such as circle drawing to another involving paired associate
learning. This is a significant departure from earlier work
which emphasized the development of 'strategy specific
training since memory monitoring appears to be a skill which
can be generalized across different types of tasks. In
contrast, knowledge pertaining to particular strategies may
only be suitable to a. much more limited .range of learning
conditions. We expect future researchers will more fully
explore- the extent to which generalization of metacognitive
skills can take place when children of different ages are
tested using a wide-variety of acquisition tasks.

Finally, we obtained some indication that 2nd graders
may not be able to' maintain their newly acquired
memory-monitoring abilities fora period of two weeks. In
retrospectl the liklihood of finding long7term retention
might have been greater had We spait a longer period, of time
developing memory-monitoring behaviors. More games or a
more comprehensive set of training instructions may be
required. On the-other hand, perhaps all that was needed
was a memory-monitoring prompt during-the delayed- choice
task. Since no prompts or cues were provided after the two
week retention period, we looked for metacognitive
generalization using a -very stringent test. Additional,
research is needed to determine the extent to which children
in the 2nd grade and younger require cues to engage in
memory-monitoring. It may well turn out that whereas young
children do relatively poorly on delayed and uncued tests of
transfer, older children can readily generalize their
newfound metacognitive skills without any prompting to do
so.
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Mean Numbers of Correct Paired Associates Recalled With Rote Repetition

and Elaboration Instructions

Trial

GroUp

Ex . Control

PAL 1

Rote 1.9 2.1

Elab. 6.9 6.7

PAL 2

Rote 1.7 1.3

Elab. 6.9 6.9

Slide 3

Number of Experimental and Control Children Selecting Elaboration or

Repetition Strategy on Choice PAL Trial

Group

Strategy Exp. Control

Rote 8 13

Elab. 22 17
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Slide 4

Mean number of correct paired-associates recalled

on Choice-PAL trial.

Group

Strategy Exp. Control

Rote 1.5 1.8

Elab. 7.0 6.9

Slide 5

Number of Exp. and Control children selecting rote

repetition and elaboration on Delayed-Choice trial.

Strategy

Rote

Gr°112.

Exp. Control

Elab.

13 9

9 8
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